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CHAIRMAN’s MESSAGE
I am glad that the Vigilance Department of Chennai Port Trust is
releasing a booklet “Voice of Vigilance” on the occasion of observance
of “Vigilance Awareness week -2019” with the theme “Integrity – A way of
Life.” I am also pleased that this booklet will rightly emphasize the
importance of being vigilant and guide to commit high standard of
honesty and integrity at all times and support to fight against corruption.
Vigilance Department supports Chennai Port Trust to strive to
uphold honesty in organizational culture through awareness, system
improvement, preventive measures and training programs. As an
oversight mechanism Vigilance Department has been the forefront of
the organization’s effort not only to ensure systems and procedures are
efficient but also ethical.
Integrity in an Organization depends on its consistent framework
of Principles and Trust with complete Honesty of his men and users.
Being honest is a proud and satisfied feeling consciously be
experienced by each and every one in their walks of life. Chennai Port
Trust Vigilance Department is committed with responsibility to create
such awareness and to promote the officials with Integrity in public life
and to be honest even when no one is watching. We realize our
responsibility to instill integrity and the organization’s much needed
approach to make employees aware of their strengths and their
potential for the sustained development of Chennai Port Trust. True
Success is possible with collective efforts of all the Departments when
procedures and systems are in place.
I congratulate Chief Vigilance Officer and his entire team
members for bringing out the “Voice of Vigilance” to reach out to all
employees and stakeholders and wish “Vigilance Awareness
Week -2019” all success.

P. RAVEENDRAN, IRTS
Chairman
Chennai Port Trust
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CVO’s MESSAGE
I am glad to be a part of the Vigilance Department of Chennai Port
Trust observing “Vigilance Awareness Week” from 28th October 2019 to
2nd November, 2019 with the theme “Integrity – A way of Life”.
Vigilance has a seminal role in safeguarding and strengthening
the Integrity of the Organization. During 2018, Vigilance Department
has taken various initiatives to sensitize the Employees/Port Users/
Students/Public on the issue of Preventive Vigilance and striving to
create awareness to promote the persons with integrity in public life. We
are more committed in building greater awareness on integrity amongst
all officials of Chennai Port. It is through the cooperation of one and all
that the culture of Integrity will find more firm roots in the Chennai Port
Trust and will succeed only with full hearted public participation in
promoting integrity and eradicating corruption in public life.
I compliment the team of Vigilance Department for compiling a
Journal “Voice of Vigilance” on the occasion of “Vigilance Awareness
Week - 2019.” I hope the Journal will foster greater understanding of
vigilance work amongst all personal and stakeholders of Port. I seek
your co-operation in making the “Vigilance Awareness Week - 2019” a
grand success.

P. RAVINDRA BABU,IRSME
Chief Vigilance Officer
Chennai Port Trust
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SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES : AN OVERVIEW AND MEASURES
TO MINIMIZE THE ARBITRATION CASES
Incorporation of Arbitration clause in
Contract:
An arbitration agreement may be in
the form of an arbitration clause and
established in pursuant to Proforma
annexed with the tender and it shall be done
in writing.

Settlement of Disputes:
In a contract, if a dispute of any kind
or whatsoever arises between the Employer
and the Contractor in connection with the
execution of the Works, whether during the
execution of the Works or after their
completion including any disagreement by
either party with any action, inaction,
opinion, instruction, etc., the matter in
dispute shall, firstly referred to: the
Conciliator (or) Disputes Review Board
(DRB) as per provisions in agreement and
the disputes will be settled; failing which any
party may invoke for 'Arbitration'.
Arbitration:
Arbitration is an alternative dispute
resolution mechanism, wherein a dispute is
submitted by aggrieved party to an
Arbitrator, shall be finally settled by
arbitration in accordance with the Indian
Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996, or
any statutory amendment thereof. The
arbitral tribunal shall consist of 3 arbitrators,
one each to be appointed by the Employer
and the Contractor, and the third to be
appointed by the mutual consent of both the
arbitrators, failing which by making a
reference to CIDC-SIAC Arbitration Center
from their panel. In choosing arbitration,
parties opt for a private settlement
procedure instead of going to court directly.
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Any dispute in respect of contracts
where party is dissatisfied by the
Conciliator's (or) DRB’s decision shall be
decided by arbitration as set forth below:
Neither party shall be entitled to
suspend the works to which the dispute
relates, and payment to the Contractor shall
be continued to be made as provided by the
contract.
Arbitration proceedings shall be held
at, and the language of the arbitration
proceedings and that of all documents and
communications between the parties shall
be 'English'.
The decision of the majority of
arbitrators shall be final and binding upon
both parties. The expenses of the arbitrators
as determined by the arbitrators shall be
shared equally by the Employer and the
Contractor.
All arbitration awards shall be in
writing and shall state the reasons for the
award.
Performance under the contract
shall continue during the arbitration
proceedings and payments due to the
contractor by the Employer shall not be
withheld, unless they are subject matter of
the arbitration proceedings.
Settlement of disputes between
Public Sector Enterprises and or
Government Departments will be as per

Government guidelines issued from time to
time.
Measures to minimize the
Arbitration Cases:
During the review of execution of works /
procurements, it is observed with concern
that many Arbitration cases are initiated /
on-going in the departments. Some of the
arbitration cases are decades old and still
the Departments are struggling to resolve
the issues amicably. Efforts were made by
the departments to identify the root causes
for disagreement. The detailed studies in
arbitration cases and attempts were made
to identify the reasons for dispute.
The main reasons for disputes /
disagreement leading to arbitration are:
a) Consideration of incorrect ground
data
b) Contracts containing faulty and
ambiguous provisions
c) Failure to hand over sites on dates
agreed upon
d) Faulty administration of contracts
e) Deviations
f) Default by Contractor / Client
g) Delays in payments of bills.
h) Levy of compensation for delay
i)
Cancellation of works
j)
Changes in location
k) Hindrance due to other contractors
working on the same site
l)
Unreasonable attitude adopted by
Client / Contractor
On the above reasons, in particular, the
following measures are recommended to
reduce arbitrations:
Ø Incorrect Ground Data:
Correct ground data should be collected
initially and more time should be devoted to
proper planning. It should be ensured that
the specifications and conditions
incorporated in the tenders are realistic. For
this purpose it is necessary to collect

detailed basic information pertaining to
each site before going out to tender. These
requirements should be strictly complied
while framing tender documents.
Ø Contracts containing faulty and
ambiguous provisions:
While drafting particular specifications, care
should be taken to ensure that all the
general provision applicable to the contract
are properly and unambiguously worded.
(i)

The agreement must be properly
drafted & speak for itself

(ii)

The clauses incorporated should be
project specific and clearly expressed.

Ø Failure to hand over sites on dates
agreed:
Availability of land (if the site is under
operational area) and hindrances on the site
should be considered at the appropriate
stage in planning of works. Handing over of
site in stages or with partial hindrances to
the contractor may lead to jeopardize the
contractor’s obligations.
Ø Faulty Administration of Contracts:
Lack of adherence to the guidelines
mentioned in the manuals leads to faulty
administration of contracts. Attention is
drawn to the relevant sections mentioned in
Works / Purchase Manuals. These must be
strictly followed.
Ø Deviations:
Preparation of correct Bill of Quantities
(BOQ), incorporation of all items required for
the work is very much necessary to limit
deviations.
Ø

Delays in payment of bills:
Speedy scrutiny, finalization and
payment of bills results in reduction of
disputes. The Departments should follow
the instructions.
VOICE OF VIGILANCE 2019
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Ø

Compensation for delay:
Most of the arbitration cases are due to
levy of compensation for delay.
It is
observed that the time limit fixed by the
executives itself is under question. It must
be ensured that period allowed for
completion is more realistic considering the
facts such as perennial traffic in the Port
during night hours, restrictions in the city
limits for heavy vehicles / trucks during day
hours for transporting construction
materials from quarries / RMC concrete
from plants etc in the vicinity of Chennai.
The milestones should be properly
monitored and corrective actions should be
take, at appropriate time. Latest Project
Management tools may be explores.
Ø

Change in locations:
Availability of land and hindrances on
the site should be considered at the
appropriate stages in planning of works
along with collection and study of basic
information. Frequent changes in location
should be avoided.

Ø Hindrances due to other Contractors
working onsite:
Such problems can be eliminated by
Engineer-In-Charges by tactfully and
intelligently co-ordinating the works of
various Agencies / Contractors and thus
smoothening the execution of work.
Ø

Default by Contractor / Client:
The contractor shall ensure that the
mandatory approvals such as Design Mix,
Quarry, RMC plant, usage of construction
materials etc shall be obtained accordingly
to the execution of the project without any
delay. The department may adhere
sanctions in timely manner, issue of
drawings etc without any delay which may
hinder the work. The possibilities of disputes
/ disagreement due to other reasons listed in
pre page which leads to arbitration are self
explanatory and the same shall also be
avoided in contract management to
minimize the Arbitration cases.

P. SUBRAMANIAN
Assistant Engineer (Civil)

INTEGRITY & SOLIDARITY: THE TWO QUINT ESSENTIAL FACTORS
TOWARDS CORRUPTION FREE INDIA
an abiding sense of conscience stricken
individuals.

This article focuses on the issues of
integrity & solidarity, the key factors required
in individuals in shaping his/ her life ace with
an unfaltering commitment towards creating
corruption free India. Individuals, who
believe in strong integrity of mind, build
nation with strong moral values paving way
for the future generations to lead a
meaningful life, a life of conviction and with
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“It's amazing how a little tomorrow
can make up for a whole lot of
yesterday.” - John Guare
We live in a world of trouble. Conflicts
today may be much less lethal than those
that scarred the last century, but this brings
little comfort. It is worth citing Leslie Holmes
anlaysis on Corruption: The study of
corruption cannot be neatly pigeon holed in
terms of a particular academic discipline,
this brief analysis draws on the works of
anthropologist’s criminologists, economists,
historians, lawyers, political scientists and
sociologists. Hence it is not only a particular
domain that is involved but a gamut of
organizations involved here.

In fact the real corrupt are not
bureaucrats or government functionaries for
that matter. The real reason being the
people of world who wanted to achieve
things within a short span of time. They are
corrupt in the sense that they want to get
their things against their conscience. They
are not ready to wait for their turn. They want
to get things got done by hook or crook.
They are even ready to give some financial
considerations through unlawful means.
The main causes of corruption in a country
are :
Ø
Lack of Job Opportunities,
Ø
Lack of Strict Punishment,
Ø
Lack of Awareness,
Ø
Greed & Growing Competition,
Ø
Lack of Initiative,
Ø
Lack of responsibility and moral
upkeep.
It is a sorry state to know that people
holding key roles i.e home and society lack
enough seriousness required. However
there are some who stay accountable
throughout. In spite of these, it is a glaring
reality that both the government and the
individual must be aware of the role they
have to play in the eradication of corruption
from the lives of people. To stay in the
upfront the Government must make strict
laws to get rid of this problem. People
indulging in any kind of corrupt practices
must be admonished accordingly. Taking
bribes and doing favours for people in power
is a common trend witnessed in the current
scenario. This is not to say that every
government official is corrupt. Some of them
do their duties honestly. But the irony being
people in general see financial gain as the
real growth. They believe in a false veneer
that those who use corrupt ways earn good
and make a better living. They look at the
monetary benefits involved, even those who
are reluctant to follow the corrupt means are
drawn towards this path. The main reason
being individuals lack in moral values. Their
aspirations in competing one take
precedence. They fail to understand the
value of educating and living in communal
harmony. One should understand at this

point that there is no need of Mahatma
Gandhi or Abdul Kalam to illuminate us but
the realization that each one of us is
accountable towards global peace and
harmony seem to be an unanswerable
question till date.
If the government monitors the actions
of these employees closely and punishes
them then only these practices can come to
an end. Giving bribe is means of corruption
and so is taking bribe. Even though we know
it is morally incorrect and that we will only
add to the corruption by doing this, we still
do it at times thinking that it would benefit us
unmindful of larger impact. However, we
would not indulge in it if we know that doing
so could land us in trouble. If we know deep
down that we are watched and work with an
abiding sense of morality and conscience
upkeep, things would improve in a stable
and steadfast manner. Further punishments
for crimes in certain cases would make
people hesitate.
Hence it should be kept in mind that if
the top of every enterprise is corrupt, then
corruption will flow freely at all levels, and at
the same time spreads among the ordinary
population, eventually nobody trusts the
institutions or the rule of law. Therefore
corruption is a global evil. It is a sad plight
that corruption in India is gaining
momentum. Mostly underdeveloped and
developing countries are greatly affected by
corruption. Corruption is closely associated
with bribery which means either giving or
taking money for some illegal work.
Therefore it is a glaring reality that
corruption has progressively involved in
every sphere of Indian society. Corruption is
a cancer that is not restricted to any
particular political party. It infects the whole
system.
Certain planned measures to fight
corruption can be strictly followed.
Bureaucracy should be made more citizens
friendly, accountable and transparent. More
and more courts should be opened for
speedy justice. Lokpals and Vigilance
Commissions should be more powerful and
of independent nature so as to provide
VOICE OF VIGILANCE 2019
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speedy justice. Other measures are - strict
laws should be made. Political interference
should be minimized. Power to make
policies in public interest should be vested
with independent commission. People
should have a right to question the elected
representatives and get answer. Funding of
elections should be banned. There should
be State funding of election expenses for
candidates. Persons with criminal records
should be denied to contest elections.
Stringent actions should be taken against
corrupt officials. Immediate function which
needs to be done is to literate the people.
Whistle blowing is an honourable
technique against corruption, recently in
news. Whistle blower is a person who raises
a concern about wrong doing occurring in an
organization. Whistle blower frequently
faces reprisal from organization. Whistle
blowing policy should be made mandatory
with clear cut guidelines for prosecuting
intimidation of or retaliation against
complainant and an act for the protection of
"Whistle blower" should be made.
The life and future of the nation is
secure only when the nation is corruption
free. Corruption is destruction and it cannot
control unless citizen of country become an
active partner to control it. Co-operation of
the people to tackle this problem is must.
Honest and dedicated persons in public life
could be the most important instrument to
tackle corruption. Priority should be given to
make all public offices more people-friendly
in reality. The fight against Corruption may
well begin with simple acts of
documentation. Media also can play a
significant role to abolish the corruption by
exposing the corruption. In last, for the
development of the country, it is the duty of
every citizen.
To root out the evil of corruption from
society, we need to make a comprehensive
code of conduct for politicians, legislatures,
bureaucrats, and such code should be
strictly enforced. Judiciary should be given
more independence and initiatives on
issues related to corruption. Special courts
should be set-up to take up such issues and
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speedy trial is to be promoted. Law and
order machinery should be allowed to work
without political interference. NGOs and
media should come forward to create
awareness against corruption in society and
educate people to combat this evil
The government must take it as a
responsibility to free India of corruption as
our country cannot progress if this problem
prevails. Each of the problems leading to
corruption must be removed from its roots.
For instance, lack of good employment
opportunities that leads to corruption is
caused due to the growing rate of
population. The government must take strict
measures to control the population of the
country. Likewise, it must work on every
aspect to build a corruption free India.
Though each one of us wants a corruption
free India, no one is ready to contribute
towards the cause. We are rather adding to
it. In order to free our country from this evil
practice we must stand united and be
honest in all endeavours. There are many
ways to free India from corruption. Only the
willingness to implement these ways is
required.
Our country can flourish and grow
better if we get rid of the problem of
corruption and of course with a right attitude.
So, let us all do whatever little we can to
resolve this big issue. It is the joint effort of
the individuals, media as well as the
government that can help in building
corruption free India. They must take it as a
responsibility to work hand in hand to make
the country a better place to live. Recent
times we see youth volunteering towards
various organizations for the sake of society
wellness. This can be taken as a move
towards India becoming a competent,
challenging and a total corruption free India.

S. BABU
Junior Engineer (Civil)

“DO WHAT IS RIGHT, LET THE CONSEQUENCE FOLLOW.”
Integrity is absolutely vital to a
community. The people in it will not flourish,
the kids will grow up bad and it will be a
continuous cycle of immorality.
If a
community has no integrity, it brings down
the whole area around it.

There is a famous saying which
perfectly describes integrity - “Honesty is
telling the truth to others, integrity is
telling the truth to myself.” So it refers to
the sense of completeness and
togetherness one enjoys when they live
their lives honestly and morally. So a person
who has integrity will act and behave as per
set values and believes they hold dear.
Success will come and go, but integrity
is forever. Integrity means doing the right
thing at all times and in all circumstances,
whether or not anyone is watching. It takes
having the courage to do the right thing no
matter what the consequences will be.
Academic integrity is important to lay
down a good foundation for the student, so
he/she can follow the same principles for the
rest of his/her life. So basic things like doing
your own homework, writing your own
papers, not plagiarizing your essays or
dissertations, not cheating on home tests,
never cheating on any assignments and
generally doing your work ethically and
honestly are all essential. They are the
building blocks of academic integrity.
If we are forced to comply, we would
have a much safer world. Nobody forces us
to do anything. Our personal integrity can
only be formed by one person i.e.:
Ourselves.
Nobody can control our
integrity. They can try to sway it, but they
cannot change it unless we allow it to be
changed.

Integrity is very important on a college
campus. College is a synonym for the word
“freedom”. You live on your own and the
only people you answer to is the School or
the Police. So it is up to you to make the
decisions that are right for your life. Without
integrity on a college campus, you have
anarchy.
We live in a world where integrity isn’t
talked about nearly enough. We live in a
world where “the end justifies the means”
has become an acceptable school of
thought for far too many. Sales people
overpromise and under deliver all in the
name of making their quota for the month.
CEOs overstate their projected earnings
because they don’t want the Board of
Directors to replace them. Entrepreneurs
overstate their proformas because they
want the highest valuation possible from an
investor. Customer service representatives
cover up a mistake they made because they
are afraid the client will leave them. The list
could go on and on, and in each case the
person committing the act of dishonesty
tells themselves that they had a perfectly
valid reason why the end result justified their
lack of integrity.
In looking for people to hire, look for
three qualities viz. Integrity, Intelligence and
Energy. If they don’t have the first one, the
other two will kill you. A person’s dishonesty
will eventually catch up to them.
A work of advice to those who are
striving for a reputation of integrity – Avoid
those who are not trustworthy. Do not do
business with them. Do not associate with
them. Do not make excuses for them. Do
not allow yourself to get enticed into
believing that “while they may be dishonest
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with me”. If you want to build a reputation as
a person of integrity then surround yourself
with people of integrity.

consequence follow.” It will serve as a daily
reminder that success will indeed come and
go, but integrity is forever.

I herewith conclude this topic with the
quote - “Do what is right, let the

B.SASIKUMAR
Asst. Superintendent
Vigilance Department

FUNCTIONS OF INQUIRY OFFICER
e) At any stage during the Inquiry
f) Tackling some unusual circumstances
which may arise
The details of the activities are
explained under different questions in
separate paragraphs hereunder:

In a disciplinary proceedings, the
Disciplinary Authority may conduct an
enquiry himself or appointment an Inquiry
Officer to enquire the charges on his behalf.
As such the functions of an Inquiry Officer is
paramount to any Enquiry Proceedings. Let
us have an overview of certain functions of
Inquiry Officer.
1. What is the basic responsibility of the
Inquiry Officer?
As stated in Rule 14(2) the basic
purpose of appointment of Inquiry Officer is
to inquire into the truth of the imputations of
misconduct or misbehaviour against a
Government Servant.
2. What are the various activities
performed by the Inquiry Officer for the
discharge of the above function?
Various activities to be performed by
the Inquiry Officer may broadly be classified
as under:
a) Pre hearing stage
b)
Preliminary hearing stage
c) Regular hearing stage
d) Post hearing stage

10
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3. What are the activities to be performed
by the IO during the pre-hearing stage?
a)
Verifying the appointment order and
the enclosed documents
b)
Acknowledging the appointment.
c)
Preparation of the Daily Order Sheet –
This will be done throughout the Inquiry
d)
Analysing and understanding the
Charges
e)
Fixing the date for Preliminary Hearing
f)
Sending communication to the parties
about hearing.
g)
Informing the controlling officers of
Charged Officer and Presenting Officer
h)
Ascertaining as to whether the Charged
Officer has finalised a Defence Assistant
and if so informing the Controlling
Officer of the Defence Assistant.
4. What is the scope of verification of
appointment order and the enclosed
documents?
It is desirable that the IO scrutinizes the
order appointing him as IO and the enclosed
d o c u m e n t s t h o r o u g h l y. F i r s t l y, t h e
appointment of Inquiry Officer is required to be
made by the Disciplinary Authority and no one
else. When the President is the Disciplinary
Authority, the order of appointment of the IO
may be signed by any authority that is
competent to sign communications on behalf
of the President. At any rate the Order should
indicate that the appointment of IO is being
made by the President only. Any deviation in

this regard will constitute an incurable defect
in the Inquiry. The complete proceedings will
be liable to be quashed if the IO had been
appointed by someone other than the
Disciplinary Authority. Similarly, there may be
situation wherein the charged officer, while
denying the charges, might have quoted a
reference number different from the one
mentioned in the charge sheet. It is desirable
to resolve such discrepancies at the initial
stage before it becomes too late.
5. Can the IO take initiative for removing
the deficiencies in the Charge Sheet?
IO has full liberty to bring to the notice of
the Disciplinary authority any discrepancy
which is of the nature of clerical or typographic
mistake, i.e. patent errors which are apparent
in the face of the record. In case there is any
patent defect in the Charge Sheet, the IO may
bring it to the notice of the Disciplinary
Authority well in time so that the defect can be
cured.
In this context it is essential that IO
should not take upon himself the role of
refinement or reinforcement of the Charge
Sheet. He should confine himself only to the
patent errors in the Charge Sheet and not try
to make qualitative improvement in it. Any
initiative by the IO for the fortification of the
charge sheet by way of including additional
evidence is most likely to provide material for
challenge on grounds of bias as the action of
the IO is liable to be perceived as that of a
prosecutor.
6. What is Daily Order Sheet (DOS)?
Daily Order Sheet is the record of the
progress of the case handled by the IO during
a day. It is prepared and maintained by the IO.
While no definite format has been prescribed
for the purpose, it is desirable to indicate the
following in the Daily Order Sheet.
(a) Serial No of the order
(b) Date
(c) Parties present
(d) What happened
(e) Signature of the parties concerned
7. What is preliminary hearing stage?
The phase of the hearing from the first
appearance of the parties before the IO till the
stage of recording of evidence is known as
preliminary hearing.

8. What are the functions of the IO during
the Preliminary Hearing stage?
During Preliminary Hearing, IO is
required to perform the following actions:
(a) Making arrangements for conducting
the hearing
(b) Setting the stage for smooth conduct
of hearing
(c) Asking the statutory questions
(d) Finalisation of the question of Defence
Assistant
(e) Fixing dates for Inspection of the
originals of the documents
(f) Fixing dates for the submission of the
list of additional documents and
witnesses required by the CO for the
purpose of his defence
(g) Finalisation of the documents and
witnesses admissible for defence
(h) Taking action for procuring the
additional documents required for the
defence.
(i) Settling the issue of disputed
documents
(j) Taking the documents on record
(k) Issue of certificates of attendance to
the parties. This will be done
during regular hearing stage also.
(l) Deciding on the requests for
adjournment
9. What are the activities to be performed
by the IO during the regular hearing
stage?
During regular hearing stage, IO will
continue to prepare and issue Daily Order
Sheets and certificate of attendance as was
being done earlier. In addition, IO will be
performing the following activities:
a) Summoning witnesses
b) Monitoring the conduct of the
examination of witnesses
c) Recording the statements of the
witnesses
d) Recording the demeanor of the
witnesses
e) Deciding objections about the
questions raised during examination
of witnesses.
f)
Deciding requests for introducing
additional witnesses.
g) Deciding requests for recalling
witnesses
VOICE OF VIGILANCE 2019
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h)
i)
j)
k)

Asking the CO to state his defence
on conclusion of the case of the
Disciplinary Authority.
Putting the mandatory questions on
conclusion of the case of the defence
Checking up from the CO as to
whether he got sufficient opportunity
for his defence.
Giving directions for the submission of
the written briefs by the Presenting
Officer and the CO

10. What is the time frame within which
the Inquiry is to be completed by the IO?
As per the Vigilance Manual Inquiry
Report is to be submitted by the IO within six
months from the date of appointment.

B.S. ANAND
Jr.Asst.
Vigilance Dept

SIGNIFICANCE OF INTEGRITY
The mark of people who have high
integrity is, they always do the highest
quality of work in everything they do. They
are the people who are always totally honest
with themselves in everything they do, and
strive to excellent work on every occasion.
People with high integrity realize that
everything they do is a statement about who
they are as a person.

Integrity is defined as ‘The quality of
being Honest and having strong moral
principles’. Integrity is about making good
choices. It is doing the right things for the
right reason. It is about being Honest with
yourself and Honest with others.
Integrity is the foundation of character.
A person who has integrity also has an
unblemished character in every area of his
or her life. One of the most important
activities you can engage in, is developing
your character. And one of the best ways to
develop your character is by consistently
doing the same things that a thoroughly
honest person would do in every area of his
or her life.
Your integrity is manifested in your
willingness to adhere to the values that are
most important to you. It’s easy to make
promises but often very hard to keep them.
But every time you keep a promise that
you’ve made, it is an act of integrity, which in
turn strengthens your character. As you act
with integrity in everything you do, you will
find that every part of your life will improve.

12
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Integrity is one of the core values that
employers look for in potential employees.
It’s also a core value to the operation of
businesses. To act with integrity is to ensure
that every decision made is based on
thoroughly ethical and moral principles.
Trust, honour, and honesty are key
elements to the concept of integrity. In the
workplace, employees act with integrity will
always tell the truth, are accountable and
reliable, and treat coworkers, stakeholders
and customers with respect. They will do the
right thing, even when no one is watching.
Integrity means trust. If we want to
interact and communicate with others, we
need to first show that we have honest
intentions, so that others can trust us
enough to listen. This fairness and
openness is what makes people listen.
Integrity is one of the fundamental values
that employers seek in the employees that
they hire. It is the hallmark of a person who
demonstrates sound moral and ethical
principles at work. If you compromise your
integrity in small situations with little
consequence, then it becomes very easy to
compromise on all situations.

Integrity is like the oil in an engine. It
makes the whole thing run smoothly.
Without it, everything is in danger of a
breakdown. There should be no exceptions
to Honesty and Integrity. Integrity in the
workplace is so important as these traits
foster a positive workplace culture.

Integrity results in solid reputation and not
just an image. Organisations known for their
integrity perform better.

R.M. SHARMILA
Asst. Supdt.,
Vigilance Department

WHISTLE BLOWER

A Whistle Blower is a person who
exposes secretive information or activity
that is deemed illegal, unethical or not
correct within a private or public
organisation
Whistle Blowers protection Act, 2014 is
an Act in the Parliament of India which
provides a mechanism to investigate
alleged corruption and misuse of power by
public servants and protect anyone who
exposes alleged wrongdoing in government
bodies, projects and offices. The
wrongdoing might take the form of fraud,
corruption or mismanagement. The Act will
also ensure punishment for false or frivolous
complaints.
This is an Act to establish a mechanism
to receive complaints relating to disclosure
on any allegation of corruption or willful
misuse of power or willful misuse of
discretion against any public servant and to
inquire or cause an inquiry in to such
disclosure and to provide adequate
safeguards against victimization of the
person making such complaint and for
matters connected therewith and incidental
thereto.

•

The Act seeks to protect whistle
blowers i.e. persons making a public
interest disclosure related to an act of
corruption, misuse of power or criminal
offense by a public servant.

•

Any public servant or any other person
including a non-governmental
organisation may make such a
disclosure to the Central or State
Vigilance Commission.

•

Every complaint has to include the
identity of the complainant.

•

The Vigilance Commission shall not
disclose the identity of the complainant
except to the head of the department if
he deems it necessary. The Act
penalizes any person who has
disclosed the identity of the
complainant.

•

The Act prescribes penalties for
knowingly making false complaints.

The Central Vigilance Commission
plans to create more awareness about
corruption in India. To encourage the fight
against corruption, CVC has provided on
their website, a “Lodge Complaints Online”
Portal.

K.KALYANARAMAN
Asst. Superintendent
Vigilance Department
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LISTEN TO YOUR CONSCIENCE & PLANT THE SEEDS OF INTEGRITY
The World is a dangerous place, not because of those who do evil,
but because of those who look on and do nothing.
-Albert Einstein

In our day to day life we are witnessing
a lot of corrupt activities for which we don’t
react, neither to stop it nor to solve it. This
seems to be the dangerous evil prevailing in
our nation. As regards, corruption in India,
the bribe seeker uses this scenario and
spoils the fabric of our society. Many think
that the Power makes a person, Corrupt.
But the truth is that “Power does not corrupt
men. Fools, however, if they get into a
position of power, corrupt Power” says
George Bernad Shaw. Hence, if the Integrity
of person is corrupted, he/she misuses
his/her Power.
The Integrity of a person gets spoilt
through his senses. The environment in
which he/she lives somehow gets reflected
in their personality. Therefore, the society
should change as a whole to be a role model
for the upcoming generation. A quick way to
change the Society in modern times is
through modern Technology. However, it
should be kept in mind that the use of
technology serves as a “magic wand” only
when it is implemented fully without any
compromises. This requires proper training
of manpower too. But, don’t wait for leaders
to train and lead you, as our life is designed
to inspire others. Let’s make untiring
footprints worth following instead of
occasional pledges.
The advanced technology has made
us to be guided by logic. The end result is
that we fear the monitoring machines like
Bio-metric, CCTV and software like ERP
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rather than our inner conscience. All these
are created to maintain a perfect flawless
system. But if we are honest we need not
fear these machines. “Fear” may be as
simple as a cringe of an antenna in a snail
that is touched but the outcome of fear these
days are as complex as it increases the
anxiety of every human, which results to the
acceleration of heartbeat, hypertension,
breathing issue, blood pressure, brain
hyperactivity, etc. What we need now is a
good measure of humanity and
contentment in every walk of life. Greedy
nature is the root cause of Corruption.
Contentment of mind is the key factor to
eradicate corruption.
Gandhiji wrote in Hindu Swaraj :
“We notice that Mind is a restless
bird, the more it gets the more it wants
and still it remains unsatisfied. The more
we indulge our passions, the more
unbridled they become. A man is not
necessarily happy because he is rich or
unhappy because he is poor.”
A journey of thousand miles begins
with a single step. While doing a
unrighteous act, Fear asks, “Is it safe?”
Greed asks, “Is there any gain in it?” Vanity
asks, “Can I become great?” Lust asks, “Is
there pleasure in it?” But conscience asks,
“Is it right?” Why we have become deaf to
the voice of Conscience? Conscience is as
real as life is. Listen to it. Mistakes do
happen, but we as a human should not
repeat or blame others for our unrighteous
acts. You must not lose faith in Integrity and
Compassion for they are necessities and
not luxuries. Without them, Humanity
cannot survive. Corruption is an unethical,
white collar crime. Never indulge in it. Fight
against corruption. Be reminded that your
Life is too valuable to waste, chasing for
money or materials. Be Honest, for an
honest man is the noblest work of God.
Be the change you want to see in
the World..!!

D.SURYA
Sr. Asst. Vigilance Department

CORRUPTION IN PUBLIC LIFE AND MEASURES TO ERADICATE
“Bhootyei na pramaditavyam
Acquire Wealth Legitimately and hold it for doing good”.
popular forms of corruption. It is mostly
practiced by Government Officials and
politicians who lead to the accumulation of
black money which in turn spoils the morale
of the people and thereby the society. Social
corruption like less weighing of products,
adulteration in edible items and bribery of
various kinds has incessantly prevailed in
the society.
Corruption in the Indian Society has
prevailed from time immemorial in one form
or the other. World Bank defines corruption
as”the abuse of public office for private
gain”.
Transparency International had
defined it as “the abuse of entrusted power
for private gain”. Be it any definition for
corruption, the million dollar question is
what is the cost of corruption in today’s
world? and what are the measures to
eradicate the corruption and its hazards
completely?
The basic inception of corruption
started with wrong opportunistic public
servants who have already done greater
damage to our nation. Power corrupts and
absolute power corrupts, absolutely.
Selfishness is the chief sin, thinking of
ourselves first. He who thinks, “I will eat
first, I will have more money than others,
and I will possess everything…..” is the
selfish man who is inevitably prone to
commit corruptive acts in all walks of his life.
It is an accepted truth that we are all
involved in the problem of corruption --and that we must find solution together.
The most worrying thing in keeping a society
free from troubles is not the activity of evil
people but the inactivity of good people.
People who work on right principles
are unrecognized and considered to be
foolish in the modern society. Corruption in
India is as a result of the connection
between bureaucrats and white criminal
activists. Tax evasion is one of the most

Indian Rishis advises that one
involved in household life should not give up
acquisition of wealth but they also cautions,
one should do so through legitimate means.
When a person earns through illegitimate
means, he gets wealth but along with
wealth, he also gets fear, suspicion and
restlessness of mind. In the absence of truth
and integrity even the most booming
economy of any country will be ruined.
Factors responsible for corruption:
1. Nature of human being – People in
general have a great thirst for luxuries
and comforts, which leads them to
involve in unscrupulous activities.
2. Moral and spiritual values are not
given utmost importance. Even Yoga
has been headlined in news as “Yoga
Industry”.
3. Less Salary and price inflation.
4. Punishments imposed in the criminals
are inadequate.
Measures towards control / eradicate of
corruption in India.
1. Use of RTI Act to collect information
about the functioning of the
Government.
2. Reporting of cases to CVC and
creating moral awareness among
public.
3. Establishment of special courts for
speedy justice.
4. Strong and stringent laws need to be
enacted.
5. In many cases, the employees opt for
corrupt means out of compulsion.
VOICE OF VIGILANCE 2019
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6. To have perfect KYC in banks and
accurate and meaningful information on the
originator on all forms of electronic transfer
of funds and related message formats.
The commandment of Indian
Upanishad is “Anavadyani karmani tani
sevitavyani “i.e.,– Do only good deeds and
avoid bad deeds. This will help one to attain
improvement in both internal and external
factors of a human life.
It is only the combined effort of Public
Administrative Machinery and conscientious
public servants that can help to check
corrupt practices. An alert administration
can certainly detect the guilty. We cannot
deny the fact that today; Corruption has
become so widespread that there is almost
no sphere of national life where it does not

exist. Our democratic system is bound to get
grievously hurt, if the People in power do not
rise to the occasion and face the glaring
truth with courage, foresight and patience.
Whatever be the
measures taken to
annihilate corruption in any sector, it will
succeed only partially and in propositions
but corruption can fully brought to zero in
each and every human being only when his
spirit is uplifted by values and conduct. “It is
the spirit and not the form of law that
keep the justice alive.”
Be the change you want to see in
the World..!!

S.INDRA
MA.,M.Phil.,(Pub.Admn.),M.A.(Yoga),BAL

Asst. Suptd. ,
Traffic Department.

EASY TO SAY, NOT SO EASY TO DO
inner sense of "wholeness" deriving from
qualities such as honesty and consistency
of character. As such, one may judge that
others "have integrity" to the extent that they
act according to the values, beliefs and
principles they claim to hold.

Integrity is the practice of being
honest and showing a consistent and
uncompromising adherence to strong moral
and ethical principles and values. In ethics,
integrity is regarded as the honesty and
truthfulness or accuracy of one's actions.
Integrity can stand in opposition to
hypocrisy, in that judging with the standards
of integrity involves regarding internal
consistency as a virtue, and suggests that
parties holding within themselves
apparently conflicting values should
account for the discrepancy or alter their
beliefs. The word integrity evolved from the
Latin adjective integer, meaning whole or
complete. In this context, integrity is the
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When you live with integrity, you live
your best life. You respect yourself by living
in a manner which is consistent with your
values, purpose and goals. You focus on
building healthy, supportive relationships
which are based on mutual trust and
respect.
A person who has integrity lives his or
her values in relationships with co-workers,
customers, and stakeholders. Honesty and
trust are central to integrity. People who
demonstrate integrity draw others to them
because they are trustworthy and
dependable.
Leading by example improves
personal awareness, sensitivity to others
and accountability which are all necessary
for ethical behaviour and integrity.

Easy to say, not so easy to do
This all may sound easy enough.
However, it isn’t always easy to live with
integrity. At times, everyone is tempted to
take the easy way out, to compromise their
beliefs, to give lie to their values. While this
may help in the short turn, it does nothing for
your humanity. Each time you avert your
eyes and walk away from your integrity, it
chips away at your spirit. There is a
cumulative effect of this negativity, of this
denying of your true self. You may think
you’ve escaped unscathed, but you really
haven’t.
It’s too easy to say it depends, but the
truth is that you know, deep inside, what you
need to do. You can’t just say or do nothing,
not if you intend to live with integrity. Here
are a few suggestions:

•

Praise the maligned individual’s good
traits or stand up for your friend.

•

You can also walk away — but this is
better done after you’ve made your
point about not being willing to listen to
such negativity about a person you
both know.

Maybe you’ll be ostracized by this badtalker. Maybe you’ll be the next recipient of
his or her vitriolic comments. Maybe, but
you will be living in integrity. You will be living
in accordance with your beliefs and values
and living with authenticity. And that trumps
negativity every time.

S.RADHA
Junior Engineer Gr.I

•
Put a stop to it by saying that there’s
work to be done and there is no time to
engage in pettiness.

QUOTES TO REMEMBER
Unselfishness is more paying,
only people have not the patience to practice it.

- Swami Vivekananda
Integrity is a concept of consistency of actions, values, methods,
measures and principles, expectations and outcomes.
It can be regarded as the opposite of hypocrisy.

- Anonymous
Whoever is careless with the truth in small matters cannot
be trusted with important matters.”

- Albert Einstein
Integrity is doing the right thing, even when no one is watching.

- C.S. Lewis
If you think you are too small an entity to play any role in the
fight against corruption, think of the potential of an atom.
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YônûU Gàm Yôr®Vp Øû\
§ÚYsÞYo YônûU G]lTÓYÕ Tt± TpúYß
YûL«Ûm ®[d¡d á±Ùs[ôo.
×\j çnûU ¿Wôu AûUÙm ALjçnûU
YônûUVôp LôQl TÓm.
Gu¡\ Ï\°p EPp Ri½Wôp ÑjRUôÏm
Es[m EiûUVôp ÑjRUôÏm Gu¡\ôo. §]m
§]m YôrdûL«p TpúYß YûLVô] ãZpLû[
Sôm Nk§jÕ YÚ¡ú\ôm. CjRûLV ãZpLs SmûU
Tô§d¡u\]Yô? CpûX Sôm CjRûRV ãZûX Tô§d¡ú\ôUô?
CkR EXLm CVtûL EÚYôdÏm ãZXôp B]Õ. B]ôp
U²R²u Nd§ Y[W Y[W CVtûLûV TpúYß YûL«Ûm U²Ru
BhùLôiÓ JÚ ùNVtûLVô] ãZûX EÚYôd¡ ®Ó¡\ôu.
JqùYôÚ U²R²u ùNVÛm CkR EX¡p TpúYß RôdLeLû[
EiPôd¡ YÚ¡\Õ. Lôk§ Gu¡\ R²U²R]ôp GjRû] Uôt\eLs
Ck§Vô®p! Lôk§V¥L°u 150YÕ ©\kRSôs ùLôiPôPlTÓm 2019-m
Bi¥p YônûU Y¯ YôrkR Lôk§V¥L°u YôrdûL, SUdÏ
ªLlùTÚm RôdLjûR EiPôd¡VÕ G]Xôm.
YônûUúVôÓ YôrYÕ Gu\ôp Gu]? AÕ ClùTôÝÕ Sôm YôÝm
YôrdûLdÏ úYßThPRô Gu¡\ úLs® GZXôm.
YônûUúVôÓ YôÝm Yôr®Vp Øû\ GuTÕ Sôm Aû]YÚm
YôÝm Yôr®Vp Øû\Rôu. B]ôp AÕ GpXô úSWeL°Ûm
LûP©¥d¡ú\ôUô Gu\ôp CpûX Guú\ úRôuß¡\Õ. AûR N¬ ùNnV
Sôm Gu] ùNnV úYiÓm, AlT¥ ùNnYRôp SUdÏ Gu] TVu?
CûRlTt± Ntß ®Yô§lúTôm.
ùTôÕYôL JqùYôÚ U²R²u YôrdûLÙm CWiÓ EXLeL°p
EZp¡\Õ. Juß ÏÓmTm NôokR YôrdûL, Cuù]ôuß ùY° EXL
YôrdûL. ùTÚmTôÛm ÏÓmTm NôokR Yôr®p YônûUúVôÓ CÚkÕ®P
Ø¥¡\Õ GpúXôWôÛm. B]ôp ùY°ÙXL YôrdûL«p Rôu TpúYß
£dLpLs.
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Sôm CeÏ £X ERôWQeLû[ ®Yô§lúTôm. Sôm YôL]m
KhÓTYWôL CÚkRôp Sôm §]Øm LûP©¥dL úYi¥V YônûU GuTÕ,
úTôdÏYWjÕ ®§Lû[ LûP©¥lTÕ Rôu. ARôYÕ, A§L úYLj§p
YôL]m CVdLôUp CÚlTÕ, úTôdÏYWjÕ £d]pLû[ Á\ôUp
CÚlTÕ, RûXdLYNm A¦YÕ, ºh ùTph A¦YÕ CûYùVpXôm
C§p APeÏm.
N¬, Ut\T¥ YônûU G]lTÓYÕ VôÕ? CûR ùLôgNm G°RôL
×¬kÕd ùLôsúYôm. JÚ §ûWlTPm ×§RôL ùY°YkÕs[Õ, AÕ SUdÏ
ªLÜm ©¥jR S¥Lo S¥jÕs[ TPm Guß ûYjÕdùLôsúYôm.
Aj§ûWlTPjûR TPm ùY°YkR EPú] TôodL BûN. B]ôp ¥dLh
¡ûPdL®pûX, Gu] ùNnVXôm? A§L®ûX ùLôÓjÕ ©[ôd¡p
Yôe¡ TPm TôodLXôm ApXÕ CûQVR[j§p T§®\dLm ùNnÕ
TôodLXôm. B]ôp YônûU G]lTÓYÕ VôùR²p CÕ CWiûPÙm
ùNnVôp CÚlTÕ.
AÛYXLf ãZÈp YônûUÙPu CÚjRp GuTÕ AYWYÚdÏ
CPlThP úYûXLû[ ùTôßl×Pàm £WjûRÙPàm ®§Øû\LÞdÏ
EhThÓ ùNnRôúX úTôÕm.
ùTôÕYôL JÚ ãZp ¨XÜ¡\Õ. GkR JÚ SPY¥dûL úUtùLôs[
úYiÓm Gu\ôÛm AkR ùNVûX ùNnYRtÏ Øu AYo VôùWuß ùNôp
ARtúLt\ôoúTôp ®§Lû[ Uôt± ùNôpÛ¡ú\u GuTúR AÕ. CÕ
úTôu\ “STûW ùNôp ®§Lû[ ùNôp¡ú\u” Gu¡\ YZdLjûR Uôt±
GpúXôÚdÏm JúW ®§ Gu¡\ Uôt\m EiPô]ôp SUÕ SôÓm, SUÕ
¨ßY]Øm ùN¯jÕ Y[Úm.
YônûUÙPu YôrYRtÏ RÏ§dÏ ªg£V úTWôûNLs CpXôUp
CÚkRôúX úTôÕm.
M.MATHU KANNAN
Asst. Supdt. Traffic Dept.
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úSoûU Gàm Yôr®Vp Øû\
úSoûUVôYo CYo G] GlT¥ Ø¥Ü ùNn¡ú\ôm?
AYNWUôL JÚ LûP«p ùTôÚhLs Ye¡®hÓ èß
ìTôn Sôm RW, LûPdLôWo 450 ìTôn £pXûW
RÚ¡\ôo Guß ûYjÕdùLôsúYôm Sôm AûR
LY²jÕ AYo RYû\ Ñh¥dLôh¥ TQjûR
§Úl©jRkRôp AkR ùSô¥ AYo TôoûY«p Sôm
úSoûUVô]Yo.
RªZL AWNôeLj§u Lp® §hPj§u ¸r Es[ JÚ Ts° ×jRLjûR
T¥dL úSokRÕ. A§p úSoûU Ï±jÕ JÚ AZLô] LûR. JÚ C[YWNu
R]dLô] C[YW£ûV úRÓm ®RUôL JÚ A±®lûT ùY°«ÓYôo.
A§p, JÚ Ï±l©hP Sô°p AYo RÚm ®ûRLû[ GÓjÕ ùNuß Vôo
SpX Øû\«p TWôU¬jÕ êuß UôRm L¯jÕ AZLô] ùN¥VôL Y[ojÕ
YkÕ RÚ¡\ôoLú[ô AlùTiûQúV AYo §ÚUQm ùNnÕùLôsYôo
G] A±®dLlThÓ CÚdÏm. AkRl úTôh¥«p Vôo úYiÓUô]ôÛm
LXkÕ ùLôs[Xôm GuTRôp, TX SôhÓ C[YW£LÞPu AkSôh¥p
YôÝm £X G°V ùTiU¦LÞm A§p LXkÕ ùLôsYôoLs. JÚ HûZ
ùTi¦u ULs AkRl úTôh¥«p ®ûRLû[ ùTtß ùNp¡\ôo.
ùRôh¥«p ®ûRûV ShÓ ¿o Ft± AûR SpX Øû\«p TWôU¬jÕm,
AlùTi ShP ®ûR Øû[dL®pûX. TX¬Pm A±ÜûW úLhÓ TX®RUô]
ØVt£Ls ùNnÕm A§ÈÚkÕ JÚ £ß Õ°o áP YW®pûX. ªLÜm
úNôoYûPkR AlùTi GÕÜm ùNnV CVXôUp êuß UôReLs L¯jÕ
ùYßm Ui ùRôh¥ÙPu AWiUû] YôNÛdÏ GÓjÕf ùNu\ôo. TX
úRNjÕ C[YW£Ls TpúYß ®RUô] UXof ùN¥Lû[Ùm, AZLô]
ùN¥Lû[Ùm ùRôh¥L°p GÓjÕYW, ùYßm Ui ùRôh¥ UhÓm ùLôiÓ
YkR AkR HûZl ùTi Y¬ûN«p ¨u\ôs. ùN¥Lû[ LiLô¦dL
YkR C[YWNu úYß VôûWÙm SôPôUp úSW¥VôL CkR ùTi¦Pm
YkR AYû[úV §ÚUQm ùNnÕ ùLôiPôo. Hu Gu\ôp AYo RkRÕ
YßdLlThP ®ûRLs A§p ùN¥ Y[oYRtÏ Yônl× CpûX. AY°u
úSoûUúV AYû[ AkR Sôh¥tÏ C[YW£ Bd¡VÕ. Sôm LûP©¥dÏm
úSoûU SUdÏ RdL úSWj§p ùYÏU§ A°dÏm.
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úSoûU Gu\ YôojûRûV Sôm úLhPÜPu Sm U]dLiØu £X TX
RûXYoLs úRôuß¡u\]o. A§p JÚYo ùTÚkRûXYo LôUWô_o Rôu
YôrkR YôrdûL ØÝYÕm úSoûUúV Ru E«o êfNôLd LûP©¥jRYo.
AYûW úTôu\ UôùTÚm RûXYûWl Tt± Aû]YÚdÏm ùR¬Ùm
AR]ôp Sôu ªL ªL G°V JÚ ùTiU¦«u úSoûUûVl Tt± CeÏ
T¡o¡ú\u. £X UôReLÞdÏ Øu× LûP Å§dÏ ùNu\ Sôu H¥Gmªp
CÚkÕ JÚ IVô«Wm TQm GÓjÕ ùTôÚhLû[ YôeLf ùNuú\u. JÚ
LûP«p

G]Õ

ToûN

LôQ®pûX,

ªLÜm

A§okÕ

úTôú]u

Hù]u\ôp AkR To³p TQm UhÓUpX ªL Ød¡V ùTôÚhL[ô] BRôo
LôoÓ, H¥Gm LôoÓ ûXNuv, Tôu LôoÓ G] NÁTj§p AÛYXL
úRûYdLôL GÓjÕ ûYjR ùTôÚsLs Aû]jÕm CÚkRÕ. AûY
Aû]jûRÙm §ÚmTl ùT\ Sôu GqY[Ü AûXV úYiÓm Guß
GiQm

G]dÏ

úUúXôe¡

¨u\Õ.

Jußm

×¬VôUp

TdLj§p

CÚkRY¬Pm ûLúT£ Yôe¡ G]Õ ûLúT£dÏ ùRôPo× ùLôiúPu.
CWiPôYÕ U¦ A¥dÏmúTôúR GÓjR AlùTi Rôu CkR CPj§p
CÚlTRôLÜm G]Õ Tov Tj§WUôL CÚlTRôLÜm á±]ôo. G]dÏ
úTô] E«o §Úm© YkRÕ úTôÈÚkRÕ. EP]¥VôL AkR CPm úSôd¡
®ûWkúRu. AkR ùTi ªL ªL YßûUVô] úRôt\j§p LiQô¥
Yû[Vp, TÝlúT±V UgNs L«ß, ©[ôv¥d LmUp, ûL«p ªLÜm
ùUÈkR úRôt\m A°dL á¥V JÚ ÏZkûRÙPu G]Õ Toû^
ûYjÕdùLôiÓ ¨ußùLôi¥ÚkRôo.
AY¬Pm ùNuß èß Øû\ Su± ùNôpÈ ªÏkR U¡Zf£ÙPu G]Õ
Toû^ ùTtßd ùLôiúPu. ¡hPRhP CÚTÕ ¨ªPeLs AkR ùTiU¦
G]dLôL LôjÕd ùLôi¥ÚkRôo. AkR ùSô¥úV AYÚdÏ TQm
RWúYiÓm

Guß

¨û]júRu

B]ôp

úRôu±VÕ.

AkR

ÏZkûRdÏ

©vùLh,

G]dÏ

AÕ

TZm

Yôe¡

RYß

G]

RkÕ®hÓ

AY¬PªÚkÕ AûXúT£ GiûQ ùTtßd ùLôiÓ Aq®Pm ®hÓ
SLokúRu.
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UôûX AYûW ùRôPo× ùLôiÓ ÁiÓm Su± ùNôpÈ AY¬Pm
ùUpX úTfÑ ùLôÓdL, ùLôgNm RVe¡úV Ruû]d Ï±jÕ £X
®`VeLû[

ùNôu]ôo.

LQYo

úYß

JÚ

ùTiÔPu

ùNuß

®hPRôLÜm Rôu R]Õ UôªVôo Utßm ÏZkûRÙPu JÚ Åh¥p
CÚlTRôLÜm UôªVôÚm CYÚm ÅhÓ úYûXdÏ ùNpYRôLÜm ùLôgNm
T¥jÕ CÚlTRôLÜm á±]ôo. HRôYÕ úYûX ¡ûPjRôp ùNnÅoL[ô
Guß úLhPRtÏ ¨fNVm ùNnúYu Gu\ôo. ùSÚe¡V úRô¯ êXUôL JÚ
AhûPlùTh¥

RVô¬dÏm

LmùT²«p

AYÚdÏ

úYûXdÏ

HtTôÓ

ùNnúRu. AÓjR UôRúU R]Õ UôªVôûW Åh¥p ÏZkûRÙPu CÚdLf
ùNnÕ®hÓ AYo T¦dÏ ×\lThPôo. CkR UôRm ®_VRNªVuß
AûXúT£«p AûZjÕ ÏZkûRûV Ts°dáPj§p Rôu úNojÕ
®hPRôL

á±]ôo.

Aû]jRdÏm

LôWQm

¿eLs

Gu\ôo.

Aû]jÕdÏm LôWQm AY°u úSoûU Guß U]§p ¨û]jÕ
ùLôiúPu.
úSoûUûV LûPl©¥jRôp JÚ Sôs CpûX JÚ Sôs ¨fNVm SmûU
çd¡

¨ßjRm.

Tj§p

CÚkÕ

IkÕ

YûW

AÛYXLj§p

SUÕ

CÚdûL«p CÚlTÕ úSoûU ApX. Tj§p CÚkÕ IkÕ YûW SUdÏ
ùLôÓdLlThP

ùTôßl×Lû[

N¬VôL

LY²jÕ

AûR

Ø¥jÕ®hÓ

U]¨û\úYôÓ ÅhÓdÏf ùNu\ôp AkR Sôs ªLÜm U§l×ªdLRôL
úRôußm úSoûU Ï±jÕ G]dÏ ùR¬kR LÚjÕLû[ T§®hÓ Esú[u
Su± YQdLm.

S.Kumuda
Sr. Asst. G.A. Dept
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K U²Rô...
U²Rm GuTÕ U\dLlThPRô
CpûX...UßdLlThÓ
Õ«pùLôs[ çWm ùNu\Rô!
£X úLs®jÕ°Ls
®ûP«u± ùYtßdLô¡RUôn!
R®ojR úTWôûN«p
R²U²R²u RôdLeLú[
NØRôVj§tLô]
Nk§l©ûZLû[
ºWûUjÕ SPj§Óm!
ùR¬kÕùLôs U²Rô...
Uôt\eLs
HUôt\eL[ôdLôUp
Uôt±VûUj§P UßT¥ÙUôn
×Õl©jÕdùLôs StTi×Lû[!
®¥kRÜPu çd¡ùV±Ùm
úTôoûYVôd¡
úTôoj§dùLôs[ôúR!
úSoûU«u ALmTôYj§p
¨ûXjÕ Yôrk§Ó...
B¦úY¬p
AuûT ®ûRjÕ!
¿§ùVuàm UôodLYNm
ùSgNU§p A¦k§Ó...
Sp ®PVeLû[
SßdùL]úY EûWjÕ!

×Ý§VôL çt±]ôÛm
YônûU YÝYôR
Yôr®VûX YÏj§Ó!
¨§ûVd ùLôiÓ
¿§ûV ùLôpXôúR!
N§ùLôiPô¥
U§VRû] ùYpXôúR!
AjRû]Ùm...
®§ùVuß ®[m©®hÓ
Å§«úX ¨tLôúR!
CVpûT Uû\dÏm
CXYNeLÞdLôn
C²Ùm HkRôúR!
GûRÙm YôeLôúR!
ùTÚm LôVeLs ThPôÛm
©ûZdLj ùR¬VôRYu Gu\
ThPm ¡ûPjRôÛm
TWYô«pûX ®hÓjRsÞ!
ùT¬RôL AXh¥dùLôs[ôúR!
ùTôn LXYôR úTôRû]«Ûm
×Lrf£«p ¨tLôR NôRû]«Ûm
UWQmYûW Lôj§hÓ
U]¨mU§ÙPu Yôrk§Ó!

CRrL°u EûWVôPpLÞm
CRVj§u NjReLÞm
UôtßdLÚjR±VôÕ
UßjÕlúTNôR ¨ûX ùTt±Ó!

BQYdLôWu Guß
A¡Xm á\Xôm!
YôZjùR¬VôRYu Guß
YûNÙm TôPXôm!
á¥ ¨uú\ á®VûZjÕ
úLôUô°ùV]Xôm!
H[]eLû[ GpXôm RLoj§Ó!
G°RôLúY LXk§Ó!

G§ojÕ ¨tÏm UPûULû[
G§¬Vôd¡úV EûPj§Ó!
RYßm RÚQeLû[
RY\ôd¡PôUp
ùR°kR TôûR«p
úRokR TVQm ùNn§Ó!

YûWkR GpûXdúLôh¥p
YuØû\ûV Nk§jRôÛm
AolT¦j§Ó BWYôWªu±
SpY¯«p SPk§Ó!
EiûU«p E«oj§Ó!
Yôr®û] Y[Uôd¡Ó!

LVûUûV
LÚ®úXúV A¯j§Ó!
ùTônûU LXkR ×®«úX

V.Sujatha
Asst. Supdt.
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E-PLEDGE

RELEASE OF VIGILANCE MAGAZINE – VOICE OF VIGILANCE
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COMPETITION & PLEDGE AT SCHOOLS

AS A PART OF VIGILANCE AWARENESS WEEK 2018 A LECTURE ON THE TOPIC
“PREVENTIVE VIGILANCE – A TOOL OF PRODUCTIVITY” BY SHRI.C.L.RAMAKRISHNAN, IPS (RETD),
FORMER DGP WAS HELD ON 31.10.18.

A lecture on the topic “Eradicate Corruption” conducted by Smt.Seema Agarwal, IPS., ADGP,
Govt. of Tamilnadu on 01.11.18.

As a part of Vigilance Awareness Week 2018 a lecture on the topic
“Eradicate Corruption – Build a New India” by Shri.S.N.Venkatesan,
Management & Legal Consultant was held on 02.11.18.
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VALEDICTORY FUCTION & DISTRIBUTION OF PRIZES ON 03.11.2018

GRAMA SABHA
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SCHOOL PRIZE( NORTH ZONE)
ESSAY WRITING – ENGLISH

SCHOOL PRIZE( NORTH ZONE)
ESSAY WRITING – TAMIL
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SCHOOL PRIZE( SOUTH ZONE)
ESSAY WRITING – ENGLISH

SCHOOL PRIZE( SOUTH ZONE)
ESSAY WRITING – TAMIL
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COLLEGE PRIZE DISTRIBUTION

POSTER MAKING (SOUTH & NORTH)
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EMPLOYEES ESSAY WRITING (TAMIL)

EMPLOYEES ESSAY WRITING (ENGLISH)

D. Surya, Sr.Asst.,
S. Anand, Asst. Supdt.,
M. Naznee Hasina, Asst.Supdt.,
K. Seran Senguttuvan, Jr.AO.,

Shri.

P. Ravindra Babu, IRSME, Chief Vigilance Officer
&
Shri. G. Balagangatharan, BE, M.Tech
Dy.Chief Vigilance Officer
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RûXl× : úSoûUúV Yôr®Vp Øû\
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